
Frederick Clarke Prescott

1871 — July 26, 1957

Frederick Clarke Prescott, Emeritus Professor of English, died on July 26, 1957, at his home in Ithaca after a short 

illness.

Professor Prescott first attracted notice as an exceptional student at Harvard, and served there briefly as a teacher. 

In 1897, he came to Cornell to instruct in composition, and continued for nearly thirty years to supervise work in it. 

He also offered courses and conducted graduate study in a subject considered peripheral in those days—American 

Literature; and by editing three volumes of selections from the works of Poe, writings during the Revolution, and 

papers of Hamilton and Jefferson, he helped to bring our own literature to wider attention.

At the outset of his service here, he introduced another novelty, a course in literary criticism centering about the 

problem of the writer’s inspiration; and out of this developed the investigations and publications that absorbed 

most of his attention for more than thirty years. Though he called his books Poetry and Dreams, The Poetic Mind, 

and Poetry and Myth, he actually dealt with passages in any medium so long as they had about them a quality of 

mysticism and revelation—attributes he detected in the prose of Carlyle or Lamb as readily as in verse.

As he portrayed such favorites as Shelley, Wordsworth, and Emerson, they possessed qualities which the ancients 

had ascribed to their bards. Each was in some measure a prophet, able to capture truths that eluded less agile 

spirits and to explain his revelations so that others would hear with rapt attention.

Professor Prescott occupied himself with such personages not because of mere personal enjoyment, but because 

he believed they had value. In his opinion, poets who themselves had made their way through doubt and darkness 

could furnish guidance to a reader; they could bring his disordered emotions into a harmonious pattern, show 

him a high-minded view of the future, exercise his imaginative faculties, and thereby prepare him for actions 

of a high quality. Seldom have writers of vision found a commentator so aware of their deepest intentions or so 

completely persuaded of their importance.

To know Professor Prescott was to feel that in many respects his character harmonized with his writings. On first 

acquaintance, he impressed students as the embodiment of their most flattering image of the university professor; 

gravely dignified in appearance and manner, yet pleasant and with quiet humor; in background a cultivated 

gentleman; expert in his field, yet continually adding to his knowledge; conversant with both the essentials and the 
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subtleties of his subject; and uninterested in executive duties, public appearances, and other forms of distraction 

from study and teaching. Those who came to know him better discovered his unusual powers of conversation: 

a want of interest in talking about himself or his activities; an ability to see beneath the surface of a topic, so 

that even his casual comment was unhackneyed; a “high grave impartial summing up,” at once interesting and 

disinterested; and an occasional sharp racy expression that in one phrase seemed to settle a good deal. His intimates 

and neighbors saw a still more attractive side: to them, he was the friendly companion, always approachable, ready 

for a walk or talk, and completely without reserve or assumption. He took special interest in children (who then 

lived on the campus in considerable numbers), organized and directed Fourth of July festivities, and during a war 

served as counselor for local boys who volunteered for work in a Maine shipyard. Presently ill health interfered 

with such activities; yet those who knew him in older days feel that his recorded achievements were only a part of 

his success, and that an equally important part was an engaging and impressive personality.

W. H. French, B. S. Monroe , W. F. Willcox
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